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We show that the chiral Gross-Neveu model for a small number N of fermions has two character-
istic temperatures: Tc that corresponds to restoration of long-range or quasi-long-range order and
T ∗(> Tc) that corresponds to thermal fermion pairs breaking. We show that the region Tc < T < T ∗
is characterized by a complex gap function |∆(x)|eiϕ(x) with nonzero gap modulus |∆| but random
phase ϕ(x) so there is no phase coherence and system behaves like a gas of non-condesed compos-
ite bosons. Condensation (or quasicondensation, in the case of a purely two-dimensional system)
of preformed pairs in the regime of low N can not be described by the mean-field theory so we
extract lowest gradient terms and set up an effective XY-model with temperature dependent stiff-
ness coeficent that serves for description of the onset of the phase coherence (or description of the
Kosterlitz-Thouless transition in a purely 2D system). In the regime of large N we show that the
temperature of the phase transition of XY-model tends from below to the temperature of the pair
formation and merges with it in the limit N →∞ thus recovering mean-field scenario for the onset
of long-range (or quasi-long-range) order in this model.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Gross-Neveu (GN) model [1], is exactly solvable in the limit of N ! 1 eld theoretic model of zero-mass
fermions with quartic interaction which provide us with insight into the mechanisms of spontaneous symmetry break-
down. Purpose of this paper is to consider, in analogy to strong-coupling superconductor, low-N behavior of the
chiral Gross-Neveu Model in which fermions form bound states similar to the Cooper pairs. At low temperatures in
dimensions higher than two these pairs are condesed, and symmetry is brocken. In exactly two dimensions there is no
strict long-range order however except for high-temperature disordered phase there is Kosterlits-Thouless transition
to a phase with quasi-long range order [2].
We show that at low N , mean-eld scenario according to which condensation or quasicondensation of fermion pairs
happens at the same temperature as their formation is qualitetively wrong and phase diagram of Gross-Neveu model
should contain a pseudogap phase which is a large region where exists nonzero complex gap modulus (or preformed
pairs) but there is no phase coherence or no quasi-long range oreder (phenomenon well-known from O(2) sigma
model). In order to describe this region we should incorporate into the theory pairs with non-zero momentum and
thus we should go beyond mean-eld approximation by extracting lowest gradient terms and setting up an eective
XY-model that serves for nonperturbative description of the onset and disappearence of the phase coherence in a
system with preformed modulus of a complex gap function j(x)jeiϕ(x). This procedure was applied before by author
for description of an analogous experimentaly observed pseudogap phenomena in strong-coupling superconductivity
[3]. In the case of chiral Gross-Neveu model in 2 +  dimensions at zero tempereature we discussed in a similar way
depletion of condensate by quantum fluctuation [4] which resembles superconductor-insulator transition in condesed
matter physics.
II. GROSS-NEVEU MODEL
In this section we shal outline well-known general properties of the ordinary and chiral Gross-Neveu models following
[5]. The original Gross-Neveu model has the following O(N)-symmetric Lagrange density
L =  ai=@  a + g02N
(  a a2 : (1)
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In general, we obtain all Green functions from the generating functional
Z[; ] = eiW [η,η¯] =
Z
D D  eiA[ψ,ψ¯]+i(ψ¯η+c.c.); (3)
where (x) and (x) are fermionic anticommuting sources. A collective eld   g   is introduced to rewrite (3) as
Z[; ] =
Z
D D  Dei
R
dDx[ψ¯a(i/∂ −σ)ψa+(ψ¯η+c.c.)−Nσ2/2g0]: (4)
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where Tr denotes the functional and Dirac trace.
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is given by the equtions of motion,
[i=@ − (x)] Ψa(x) = 0; (8)
(x) = g0trGΣ(x; x)− 1
N
g0  a a(x); GΣ(x; y) =
i
i=@ −  ; (9)
where the trace symbol tr is restricted to the Dirac indices. The expectation Ψa of a fermionic eld is always zero,
so that we only must solve the gap equation
(x) = g0trGΣ(x; x): (10)
Thus, as far as the extremum is concerned, we may study only the purely collective part of the exact action
1
N
Γ[] = − 1
2g0
2 − iTr log iG−1Σ : (11)
The ground state is given by a constant gap eld 0, for which (10) yields either 0 = 0 or









where we have performed a Wick rotation p0 ! ip4 to euclidean momenta pµ  (p1; p2; p3; p4) with the metric
p2E = −p2. The Dirac matrices have dropped out, except for the unit matrix whose trace is 2D/2 for even D. This
expression may be continued to any non-integer value of D.
For a constant , the eective action gives rise to an eective potential
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A. Correlation Functions of Pair Field
For large N , the correlation functions of (x) can be extracted from the leading eective action (7) at 0 = M .















implying a propagator of the 0-eld










k(k − q)E −M2
(k2E +M2) [(k − q)2E +M2]
;
the integral being performed over euclidean D-dimensional energy-momenta.
B. Chiral and Complex Pair Field Version of the Gross-Neveu Model. Goldstone Bosons
Lagrange density of the chiral version of the Gross-Neveu model reads:
L =  ai=@  a + g02N
h(  a a2 + (  aiγ5 a2i : (16)





(2 + 2)− iTr log [i=@ − (x) − iγ5]

: (17)
This model is invariant under the continuous set of chiral O(2) transformations which rotate  and  elds into each
other. This model is equivalent to yet another one which is closely related to the BCS model of superconductivity.
Its Lagrange density is
L =  ai=@  a + g02N
(  aC  Ta  ( Tb C b : (18)
Here C is the matrix of charge conjugation which is dened by
CγµC−1 = −γµT : (19)
In two dimensions, we choose the γ-matrices as γ0 = 1; γ1 = −i2, and C = γ1: Note that (  aC  Ta y− =  Ta C a,
implying that g0 < 0 corresponds to an attractive potential. The second model goes over into the rst by replacing
 ! 12 (1−γ5) + 12 (1+γ5)C  T ; where superscript T denotes transposition. In the Lagrange density (18) we introduce
a complex collective eld by adding a term −(N=2g0)
− g0N  Tb C b2 ; leading to the partition function
Z[; ] =
Z
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The relation with the previous collective elds  and  is  =  + i. In order to integrate out the Fermi elds we
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which is the same as  i=@  , since  TCC  T =   ;  TC
$
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=@  . But then the interaction with  can be
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is the inverse propagator in the presence of the external eld . Now we perform the functional integral over the
fermion elds, and obtain
Z[j] =
Z
DDyeiNA[∆]+ 12 jTa G∆ja ; (24)
where A[] is the collective action
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This is chosen so that   +  = 12
(












in the same way as for the simpler model with a real -eld.

























the gap equation (28) takes the same form as (12):







where we have again set M  0.
Let us now study the propagator of the complete -eld. For small deviations 0  −0 away from the ground
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where (q2E=M
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1=g0 +A−B : (33)
III. CHIRAL GROSS-NEVEU MODEL AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
Let us start nite temperature analysis with mean-eld approximation. In order to consider system at nite
temperature we impose antiperiodic condition for imaginary time variable  with period  = 1=T and substitute












Then from the eective potential (27) follows nite-temperature gap equation (compare with (12)):












Performing the sum we obtain:












where E stands for
p
p2 +M2.
Within mean-eld analysis we have situation similar to BCS superconductor when at certain temperature due
to thermal pair breaking gap disappears. In what follows we shall call this temperure of thermal decomposition of






















Near T  the gap function has in the mean-eld approximation following behavior:







On the other hand at low temperatures the gap function has exponentially small temperature correction:







IV. CLASSICAL CHIRAL FLUCTUATIONS
Let us now derive propagator of the imaginary part of the eld 0 (33) at nonzero temperature. For 1=g0 +
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: (41)
It can be rewritten using identity (AB)−1 =
R 1
0
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: (43)
After summation over Matsubara frequencies and integration we arrive in the case of two space dimentions to the














+ regular part at q2 = 0: (44)
V. SEPARATION OF THE TEMPERATURES OF THE THERMAL PAIR DECOMPOSITION AND PAIR
CONDENSATION OR QUASICONDENSATION
As was mentioned in the Introduction, in strictly two dimentions there is no long-range order in a system with
with O(2)-symmetry but as we know from the works of Berezinskii and Kosterlitz and Thouless [2] such a system
possesses except for high-temperature disordered phase a low-temperature "almost" order phase. In two dimensions
exist macroscopic excitations of the form of vortices and antivortices that attract to each other by a Coulomb potential,
just like a gas of electrons an positrons. At low temperatures, the vortices and antivortices form bound pairs. The
grand-canonical ensemble of pairs exhibits quasi-long-range correlations. At some temperature TKT , the vortex pairs
break up, and the correlations becomes short-range [6].
In the case of 2 +  and higher dimensions we have transition to the state with proper long-range order.
A. Failure of Mean-Field approximation for description of symmetry breaking in strong-coupling
superconductor and Gross-Neveu model at low N
Celebrated BCS theory of superconductivity is a mean-eld theory and describes superconductivity as a pair
formation - i.e. when pairs form at certain temperature they have zero momentum and thus are in condesate.
Obviously critical temperature in this case is proportional to energy of the pair binding. N !1 mean-eld treatment
of the Gross-Neveu model is quite similar to BCS theory of superconductivity. Let us imagine for a moment that
we were able to bind Cooper pairs in a superconductor innitely tightly - obviously this implies that characteristic
temperature of thermal pair decomposition will be also innitely high, hovewer this does not imply that long-range
order will survive at innitely high temperatures - it will be destroyed in a similar way as it happens superfluid He4
i.e. tightly bound Cooper pairs at certain temperature will acquire nonzero momentum thus we will have gas of tightly
bound Cooper pairs but no macroscopic occupation of zero momentum level q = 0 and thus no long-range order.
In order to describe superconductivity in a system with a strong attractive interaction theory should incorporate
pairs with nonzero momentum and thus mean-eld treatment is invalid for description of spontanious symmetry
breaking in such a system (see [7], [3] and references therein). This scenario can as well be understood in the following
manner: At rst we can derive eective potential for strong-coupling superconductor, say in simplest case it will
be a "mexican hat" potential that disappears at certain temperature. The eective potential determines size of the
complex gap function ∆ = eiϕ(x). BCS theory postulates that phase is constant and thus if we have eective
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potential we have spontaneous symmetry breakdown 1. However it will not be alwais the case if we have tightly
bound Cooper pairs that can be seen if we go beyond mean-eld approximation by extracting lowest gradient term
and setting up an eective 3D XY-model with temperature dependent stiness coecent, for description of the onset
or disappearence of the phase coherence (as it was done in [3]). With it we can see that in the weak-coupling limit
temperature of the phase transition of the eective XY-model tends from below to characteristic temperature of the
disappearence of the eective potential and merges with it for innitesimaly weak coupling strength thus we arrive at
some sort of aposteriori verication of BCS behavior in this limit (i.e. in this limit if nonzero modulus of the complex
gap function ∆ = eiϕ(x) appears at some temperature, at the same temperature phase coherence is estabilished).
In opposite limit of strong couplings we can see that temperature T  of the disappearence of the eective potential
obviously continues to grow with coupling strength whereas phase stiness of the eective XY model (and with it
temperature of the onset of phase coherence Tc) tends exponentialy to a constant value n4m that corresponds to the
phase stiness of the Bose gas with density n=2 and mass 2m [3]. Thus we have a large region between T  and Tc
that is characterized by a complex gap function jjeiϕ(x) with nonzero gap modulus jj but random phase ’(x) so
average < jjeiϕ(x) > is zero and thus no continuous symmetry is brocken, as it happens in O(2) sigma-model. 2 3
Similar separation of the temperature of the pair formation and Kosterlits-Thouless transition can be found in the
case of two-dimensional superconductor (see [3] and references therein). The same argumets were used as well in our
previous paper for description of condensate depletion due to quantum fluctuations in the chiral Gross-Neveu model
at zero temperature and low N in 2 +  dimensions [4] where in the regime of low N existence of the analogous phase
separation was shown. Namely it was observed that phase stiness of the eective XY-model at low N tends to a
plateau value N=4 that depends only on number of N and does not depend on the coupling strength and  that
allows to show existence of the pseudogap phase.
It should be noted that in the case of 3D superconductor, strong-coupling limit can be studied as well perturbatively
(see for example [7,8,3] and references therein). In particular interaction between composite bosons can be taken into
the account in the "next-next-to mean-eld" approximation and an eective Gross-Pitaevskii equation can be derived
in the strong-coupling limit [8] that allows to show that starting with a fermionic Hamiltonian in extreme strong
coupling limit system can be mapped onto ideal Bose gas. At the same time as was shown in [3] in order to describe
onset and disappearence of the phase coherence in the entire weak-to-strong coupling superconductivity crossover it
is sucient to extract lowest gradient term and set up an eective 3D XY- model [10].
B. Phase disorder transition due to thermal fluctuations
Let us start with considerations of the system in the case of two space dimensions which can trivialy can be extended
to a three dimensional case. Phase disorder transition is most easily understood in a model eld theory involving a




where J is the stiness of the ’-fluctuations. The important feature of the phase eld  is that it is a cyclic eld with











log(jxi − xj j=r0)
9=; ; (46)
where r0 is the size of the vortices. For a single vortex-antivortex pair, the average square distance r2 is
1The same assumption in the case of chiral Gross-Neveu model was made implicitly when we derived (12) i.e. we postulated
that phase is constant and determined the gap size with a standard variation procedure
2In the case of superconductor this crossover also takes place as a function of carrier density with BCS limit corresponding to
high carrier density
3Pseudogap behavior is observed experimentaly in underdoped High-Tc cuprates where pseudogap manifests itself as an
essential suppresion of low- frequency spectral weight well above Tc (which is strictly zero in the case of superconductive gap)
with the same magnitude and wave vector dependence as superconductive gap. NMR experiments indicaticate as well presence
















A more detailed study shows that this is an exact result for a very dilute system of vortices and antivortices.
In three dimensional system with a similar Hamiltonian we have transition of 3D XY model to the state with proper
long-range order at temperature Tc  3J2/33D [11].












One can observe that at the temperature T  when gap modulus vanishes stiness of the phase fluctuations disappears
as well. In contrast to ordinary XY-model in order to study phase transition in the system with the above hamiltonian
we should solve a set of equations for TKT (M;N) and M(TKT ; N).
1. Kosterlitz-Thouless transition at low N
Let us rst consider case of low N.
From expressions (49), (48), (38), (40) we see that in the regime of low N TKT << T . At temperatures T << T 












which at low N is essentilay lower than temperature T  = M(0)2 log 2 at which gap modulus disappear (38) (see also







So with decreasing N separation of TKT and T  increases.
2. Kosterlitz-Thouless transition at large N. Restoration of mean-field scenario.
Lets us now turn to the regime when N is no longer low. Then from the expressions (49), (48), (38), (39) we see









From (53), (48), (38), (39) follows the equation for behavior of TKT at large N:
TKT = T 
1







4From eqs. (40) and (49) follows that in this regime temperature corrections to the phase stiffness are exponentialy suppressed
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This equation shows merging of the temperatures TKT and T  in the limit of large N from which follows restoration
of mean-eld scenario for quasi-condensation in the limit N !1.
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FIG. 1. Ratio of the temperature of the Kosterlitz-Thouless transition to the temperature of the gap modulus formation
TKT /T
∗ in the regime of high N . These temperatures merge in the limit N → ∞ thus recovering mean-field scenario for the
transition into the quasi-ordered state. In the opposite limit of low N separation of these temperature is given by formula (52):
TKT /T
∗ = N log(2) /8
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we argue that in analogy to strong-coupling superconductivity chiral Gross-Neveu model at low N
posseses two characteristic temperatures Tc and T  > Tc. In higher than two dimensions modulus of the complex gap
function jjeiϕ(x) forms at some characteristic temperture T  although phase is random so average of the complex
order parameter is zero: < jjeiϕ(x) >= 0, temperature should be lowered to Tc in order to establish long-range
order. Similar discussion holds in a purely two dimentional system where we have as well three phases at low N:
 T > T  - high temperature chirally symmetric phase with zero local gap.
 T  > T > TKT - chirally symmetric phase with nonzero modulus of the complex gap function and random phase.
 TKT > T low temperature quasi-ordered phase with bound vortex-antivortex pairs.
In the large-N regime TKT tends from below to T  and merges with it in the limit N ! 1 thus recovering
mean-eld scenario.
The described situation is similar to strong-coupling or low carrier density bevavior of a superconductor in two and
three dimensions in which case the region where pairs are formed but not condensed is called pseudogap phase (see
[3] and references therein). This phenomena is observed experimentaly [9]. Similar situation was found as well in our
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previous paper on condesate depletion by quantum fluctuations in the Chiral Gross-Neveu model in 2 +  dimensions
and low N.
It should be noted that similar behavior is known in condensed matter physics in ferroelectrics and magnets
where one can as well distinguish two characteristic temperatures, for example in the latter case Curie- and Stoner-
temperatures.
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